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This is the 2nd edition, April 2015. Edited,
corrected and with additional information,
active links and a new cover picture (old
graphic
included
as
a
bonus;-).
WARNING: this e-book contains adult,
and sometimes strong, language. Are you
thinking about getting into a Binary
Options Trading? Or perhaps you are one
of those traders whos keeps wondering
how come you cannot manage to make any
substantial and long-term profits in this so
called trading? Even after all the money
spent on all those books promising a
sure-thing winning strategy? Or maybe you
got got burned badly and your money got
stolen under the pretense of trading loses?
It wont make you any money but it very
likely is the only book regarding Binaries
that will save you money... Its author also
uses occasional humor ,cynicism and sober
thinking to drive the point home. And the
point is that Binary Options are much
closer to gambling and sport betting that to
trading, let alone investing. And that the
system is built around you, the trader,
losing money. And that people can, and do,
became addicted to this activity in the same
way they can be addicted to gambling.
Author of this e-book conducted extensive
research regarding all things Binary
Options, did approximately 400 paper
trades (in several Demo accounts) and then
some real money trades as well. The results
of this research all point to the fact that
Binary Options Platforms are unregulated
and absolutely nontransparent entities that
can be run by anyone without any capital
requirements or a need to to understand
Options and their trading. And through
additional research and real life examples
you will find out the economics behind
these rouge operations and how the odds
are always stuck against you. Additional
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Binary Options & Financial Fraud - Birman Law Mar 16, 2017 buy now INR 186.00 This is the 2nd edition, April
2015. Edited, corrected and with additional information, active links and a new cover picture Weigand Omega 3
binary options platform comparison trading Scam Alert: Binary Options and Trading Platforms.: Several reasons
why Binary Options are an Outright Scam. - Kindle edition by Peter Jancik Haney. Download Scam Alert: Binary
Options and Trading Platforms.: Several reasons Aug 19, 2015 We are now able to help traders file disputes and
complaints against those Binary-Option-Robot SCAM Attacks ! .. But question is the platform that many of the Binary
Operations are using . Only the really big players will not get screwed because the brokers know full All Binary
Options Scams!!! Binary Options Watch Dog Mar 19, 2017 Several authorities have issued warnings on this broker
and the complaints wiped their account because they wanted to withdraw their profits. Try typing BigOption scam,
fraud, complaint, and be advised youre going to see some ugly things. The trading platform is SpotOption which is easy
to use. Safe Guard Trader Review !! Scam Software Exposed !! Mar 31, 2017 Binary Options are called binary
because there can be only two outcomes Action Fraud has received multiple reports whereby Binary Options It is our
belief that the software controlling the trading platforms is either by introducing an outright ban or through rigorous
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regulations to control this activity. Interactive Option Extorts Binary Options Watchdog for $1,000,000 Dec 27,
2015 In whats being considered by many in the binary options industry as nothing people into what seems to be
nothing less than outright thievery. Binary Scam Alerts is a considered a relative newcomer to the to defrauding
innocent traders who being bled dry by unscrupulous Scam Software Reviews. Is RBOptions a Scam? Read this
Binary Options Broker Review Mar 20, 2016 The Virtual Income system is an outright scam from its introduction to
Nothing will change the fact that no binary trading software will make you $2,500 a day because Many of those who
have already funded their broker accounts are and nothing is guaranteed whether this is binary options or Forex. What
is Binary Options Fraud and what are the law enforcement Mar 19, 2017 Binrobot Lady Review :- A new Scam
Binary Robot Exposed Today. If you looking for worthy trading software then you should avoid this fake software now.
this software is not popular is because its a fraud just like many other binary options scams . Infinity App Review :Scam System Alert & Warning !! 64 year old binary options fraud victim details his experiences Jan 26, 2017 Some
say Banc De Binary is a scam? online, a fact which is a characteristic of the Spot Option trading platform and numerous
others. Binrobot Lady Review : Scam Binary Robot Exposed !! - QuintUp Reviews of binary options brokers: Find
out which ones are on the blacklist and should be avoided! Find the best and most of all safe binary traders for 2017!
Investor Alert: Binary options and Fraud - Mar 28, 2016 Already, many of the companies involved are adapting
their The Times of Israel has reason to believe that some of the industrys murky secrets have yet to be exposed. The
binary options scam unhappily shows the dark side of Israels more on: binary options, The wolves of Tel Aviv, fraud,
forex trading. 7 Red Flags That Indicate A Potential Binary Options Fraud Scam Alert: Binary Options and Trading
Platforms.: Several reasons why Binary Options are an Outright Scam. eBook: Peter Jancik Haney: : Kindle Binary
options scams list. Check which brokers are fake. Feb 8, 2017 Price: Software free for 30 days, minimum deposit:
$250 Because Binary Options trading is a high-risk business opportunity which Scam Alert #1: Real Richard Branson
Has NOTHING To Do With How many reviews and articles (by respected business media) are there? . Or, is it an
outright scam? Binary options: An Israeli scam that has to be stopped The Times of Jun 22, 2013 Scam Alert:
Binary Options and Trading Platforms. Or several reasons why Binary Options are an Outright Scam. WARNING: this
e-book Scam Alert: Binary Options and Trading Platforms.: Several reasons Consumer Outreach (CFTC) are
issuing this Investor Alert to warn investors involving binary options and binary options trading platforms. These
schemes CTOption - Binary Options That Suck Jun 9, 2017 Scam Alert The automated trading software that
Quantum Code is using, gives you absolutely no control of the outcome. With Quantum Code we have no idea how
many trades it will do each day. The professional binary option trading robots come with daily max trade limits, That is
an outright scam. Magnum Options Scam? MagnumOptions Reviews - The Binary Dec 14, 2016 Binary options
trading is sold as an investment opportunity but in reality it is either is a risky gamble or a straight-up scam. If it sounds
too bad to be true, thats because its been extremely well disguised. of the global binary options industry, where all the
major platforms and many of the sales centres are Banc De Binary Review - Binary Options That Suck Scam Alert:
Binary Options and Trading Platforms. (Several reasons why Binary Options are an Outright Scam). via liveforexsignal.
Scam Alert: Binary Options Quick Cash System Review Scam Alert! - Binary Option Robot Apr 5, 2015 3 binary
options platform comparison trading strategies for beginners futures trading, several reasons why binary options are an
outright scam, Charts a free alert season thedomainfo tool techniques. stock how much Scam Alert: Binary Options
and Trading Platforms.: Several reasons Feb 15, 2017 For this reason, FinanceFeeds considers that it should be the
expedient No binary options platforms are actually connected to a live market at all. Many cases of this nature have
been brought to light in what the City of London . I encourage victims to generate a scam alert and then a traders court
case Inside the murky world of binary options trading - The Bureau of Whilst not all companies that offer binary
options are fraudulent, many that state to be It is a legitimate trading market and not a scam itself, however it is a high .
job postings from binary options companies and to alert all immigrants and other allegedly manipulating rigged trading
platforms and outright refusal to return Virtual Income Is Scam - BEST BINARY SIGNALS Scam Alert: Binary
Options and Trading Platforms. (Several reasons Feb 1, 2017 Binary option platforms generally promise fast profits
which are not paid out to of the first regulators anywhere to impose an outright ban on binary-option sales. Canada
because no firm is registered to trade binary options in Canada. alert, warning that several websites promoting binary
options were Jan 12, 2017 CTOption is operating like a scam according to all the complaints we have found.
According to some, the traders featured in the Replicator software are actually Several Regulators published warnings
against this broker get started with a . CTOption withdrawals are a little bit complicated if not outright ? Observe
Signals King News Binary Options Prevent yourself from being a victim of fraud by following these tips. Scam
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Alerts Many brokers promise that youll reap huge profits within minutes of about manipulated trades (see below),
theres usually a good reason to write Its a scary thought: a binary options broker that wantonly exploits their trading
software to
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